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INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Our nation’s schools remain highly segregated along racial and economic lines, and schools with high concentrations of minority and low-income students generally have fewer resources for academic and extracurricular activities. Opportunities to play sports, which provide valuable benefits, are diminished for all students at these schools, but are particularly limited for girls. In fact, when it comes to girls of color and chances to play school sports, the reality is bleak: they receive far fewer opportunities—defined as spots on teams—than white girls, white boys, and boys of color. It is an inequality that has gone largely undocumented due to limited research. This report uses an innovative research strategy—identifying high schools where the student body is either 90 percent or more white or 10 percent or less white—to show the lack of sports opportunities on the basis of race and gender.

While heavily minority schools typically have fewer resources and provide fewer spots on teams compared to heavily white schools, they also allocate those fewer spots unequally such that girls of color get less than their fair share. So even though girls overall still receive fewer opportunities to play sports than boys, girls in heavily minority schools are especially shortchanged. In fact, nationwide, 40 percent of heavily minority schools have large “female opportunity gaps,” compared to only 16 percent of heavily white schools (see box on page 2 for explanation of Title IX requirements and what constitutes a large female opportunity gap).

These national inequities persist at the state level. Thirteen states have a substantial number (20 or more) of both heavily minority and heavily white high schools, which allows for a comparison of the relative opportunities

METHODOLOGICAL NOTE:
Data on sports opportunities in high schools are National Women’s Law Center calculations based on the U.S. Department of Education’s Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC) for school year 2011-2012. The CRDC data cover all of the nation’s public school students.

DEFINITIONS:
Girls/Boys of Color: Students who do not fall into the racial category of White. The CRDC data use seven racial categories: American Indian/Alaskan Native, Asian, Hispanic/Latino of any race, Black/African American, White, Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander, and two or more races. The CRDC data treat Hispanic as a racial category.

High Schools: Schools are included in NWLC’s calculations if they have a 10th grade, are co-ed, and provide interscholastic athletic opportunities.

Heavily White/Minority Schools: For this analysis, schools are defined as “heavily white” if 90 percent or more of enrolled students are white and “heavily minority” if 10 percent or less of enrolled students are white.
offered to girls and boys in these schools. These thirteen states are Alabama, Illinois, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, North Carolina, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas. In all of them, a greater share of heavily minority high schools have large female opportunity gaps as compared to heavily white schools.

**TITLE IX REQUIREMENTS:**

Showing that the percentage of spots on teams allocated to girls is roughly equal to the percentage of students who are girls is one way that a school can demonstrate compliance with Title IX. The term “female opportunity gap” used in this report refers to the percentage point gap between the percentage of spots on teams allocated to girls and the percentage of students who are girls. For example, if at School A, girls are 45 percent of all students but only get 35 percent of all the spots on teams, then School A has a female opportunity gap of 10 percentage points. While there is no set gap that constitutes a violation of Title IX, gaps of 10 percentage points or more indicate that schools are likely not complying with the law. See Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Dep’t of Educ., **Clarification of Intercollegiate Athletics Policy Guidance: The Three-Part Test 4-5 (Jan. 16, 1996).**

Focusing on the participation opportunities that schools choose to provide to girls is critical because the history of Title IX has shown that “If you build it, they will come.” While schools sometimes claim that girls are not interested in sports to justify their providing more opportunities to boys, courts have consistently rejected such stereotypes as contrary to the purpose of Title IX.8

The systematic failure to treat girls, and especially girls of color, in an equitable manner deprives them of the many positive health, academic, and employment outcomes associated with playing sports. It is vitally important—and legally required by federal civil rights laws prohibiting sex (Title IX) and race (Title VI) discrimination9—that states and school districts provide students with equal opportunities to play sports in school. This report provides recommendations to help decision makers at the federal, state, and local levels fulfill their obligations to do so.

**KEY FINDINGS:**

- 42 percent of our nation’s public high schools are 90 percent or more white, or over 90 percent minority.
- 40 percent of heavily minority high schools have large female opportunity gaps compared to 16 percent of heavily white schools.
- In 8 of the 13 states identified in this report, the share of heavily minority schools with large female opportunity gaps is more than double the share of heavily white schools with large gaps.
Girls of color are not receiving equal opportunities to play school sports.

**FIGURE 1: GENDER DISPARITIES IN ATHLETIC OPPORTUNITIES AT HEAVILY WHITE & HEAVILY MINORITY HIGH SCHOOLS**

Source: NWLC calculations based on CRDC 2011-2012 data. Heavily white high schools have white enrollment of 90 percent or more. Heavily minority high schools have white enrollment of 10 percent or less. CRDC data treat Hispanic as a racial category.
These data show that girls of color are doubly disadvantaged because heavily minority schools have fewer overall athletic opportunities and fail to distribute those limited opportunities equitably between boys and girls. As a result, girls at heavily minority high schools have:

- Only 39 percent of the opportunities to play sports as girls at heavily white schools do.
- Only 67 percent of the opportunities to play sports as boys at heavily minority schools do.
- Only 32 percent of the opportunities to play sports as boys at heavily white schools do.¹⁶

Looking at the data another way, heavily minority schools are more than twice as likely to have large female opportunity gaps—defined as a gap of 10 percentage points or more between the percentage of students who are female and the percentage of athletic spots for girls—which is a strong indicator of lack of compliance with Title IX. Forty percent of heavily minority high schools have large female opportunity gaps compared to 16 percent of heavily white schools.

**FIGURE 2: PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOLS WITH LARGE FEMALE OPPORTUNITY GAPS IN SPORTS, BY RACIAL COMPOSITION OF SCHOOL**

Source: NWLC calculations using CRDC 2011-2012 data. Heavily white high schools have white enrollment of 90 percent or more. Heavily minority high schools have white enrollment of 10 percent or less. “Large female opportunity gaps” are defined as Title IX gaps of 10 percentage points or greater. CRDC data treat Hispanic as a racial category.
(At the typical school with a large female opportunity gap of 10 percentage points or more, girls lose 91 opportunities to play sports. See box on page 4.) This means that girls in heavily minority schools receive far less than their fair share of the already limited opportunities to play sports.

This troubling national picture is reflected in the thirteen states where there are a substantial number of both heavily minority and heavily white schools. In each of these states, the share of heavily minority schools with large female opportunity gaps is higher—more than double in 8 of 13 states—than the share of heavily white schools with large female opportunity gaps. Some mid-Atlantic states show the largest disparities between opportunities for girls of color and white girls. In New York, for example, 40.1 percent of heavily minority high schools have large female opportunity gaps, which is almost nine times larger than the share of heavily white high schools with such gaps (4.5 percent). In New Jersey, 47.4 percent of heavily minority high schools have large female opportunity gaps—more than seven times larger than the share of heavily white high schools with such gaps (6.5 percent). The situation is particularly bad for girls of color in Alabama, Mississippi, and North Carolina, where about 80 percent of heavily minority schools have large female opportunity gaps.

**FIGURE 3: PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOLS WITH LARGE FEMALE OPPORTUNITY GAPS IN SPORTS, BY RACIAL COMPOSITION OF SCHOOL**

Source: NWLC calculations using CRDC 2011-2012 data. Heavily white high schools have white enrollment of 90 percent or more. Heavily minority high schools have white enrollment of 10 percent or less. States have at least 20 schools in both categories. "Large female opportunity gaps" are defined as Title IX gaps of 10 percentage points or greater. CRDC data treat Hispanic as a racial category.
School-sponsored sports opportunities are particularly important for girls of color, yet schools are failing to provide them with equal chances to reap the many benefits of participation.

Girls of color are less likely than white girls to participate in sports outside of school, making school-sponsored opportunities that much more important. By not providing them with equal opportunities to play sports, schools are denying girls the health, academic, and economic benefits that accompany participation.

There are long-term health benefits of sports participation. Playing sports decreases a young woman’s chance of developing heart disease, osteoporosis, breast cancer, and other health related problems. Female student athletes also exhibit more responsible social behavior than their non-athletic peers. For example, studies have found that high school athletes are 25 percent less likely to smoke and less likely to use cocaine (3.1 percent versus 7.2 percent) or psychedelic drugs (9.8 percent versus 18.1 percent). And female student athletes have much lower rates of both high-risk sexual behavior and pregnancy compared to their peers who are not athletes. A 1998 report found that high school female athletes were more likely to use a condom than non-athletes (53 percent versus 41 percent), and were less than half as likely to get pregnant as female non-athletes (5 percent versus 11 percent). In addition, girls who play sports report better body image and an overall higher quality of life, compared to girls who don’t play sports. According to a 2008 report, only 35 percent of female non-athletes reported having high body esteem, compared to 43 percent of girls moderately involved in sports and 54 percent of girls highly involved in sports.

With respect to obesity, research shows that women who were athletes while young had a seven percent lower risk of obesity 20 to 25 years later compared to those who were not. The study notes that “no other public health program can claim similar success.” This is significant because even though obesity rates have stabilized over the past decade, they remain extremely high for most children of color. In 2013, 16.7 percent of African American and 11.4 percent of Hispanic high school girls were obese compared to 9.7 percent of white girls and 2.1 percent of Asian American girls. High school boys’ obesity rates were generally higher than those of their female counterparts, except among African American youth: 16.7 percent of African American girls were obese compared to 14.8 percent of African American boys. These high obesity rates have dire health consequences, including increased risk for cardiovascular disease and diabetes, as well as a negative impact on self-esteem, relationships with peers, performance in school, and even earnings.
While increasing physical activity is one of the keys to combating obesity, girls of color not only have unequal opportunities in terms of school-based sports, but also face obstacles to being physically active in their communities outside of school. So it is not surprising that girls of color are less physically active than their white peers. Over one-quarter of African American girls, one-fifth of Hispanic girls, and nearly one-fifth of Asian American girls report not being physically active for at least 60 minutes in the past week, while less than one-sixth of white girls do.

Many neighborhoods where girls of color are disproportionately concentrated have higher rates of traffic, crime, and other factors that limit opportunities for girls to take part in physical activities outdoors. Fewer parks, trails, bike paths, and recreational facilities also contribute to decreased physical activity. Other structural issues, such as inadequate housing and environmental factors, can also lead to increased instances of asthma and obesity that negatively affect the ability of girls of color to take advantage of any physical activity opportunities.

Providing school-based opportunities for girls of color to play sports is therefore critical. In addition to the health benefits, playing sports leads to better academic and employment outcomes. Although often overlooked, girls—particularly girls of color—drop out at high rates. In 2010, 22 percent of girls failed to graduate on time with a diploma, and the numbers were worse for girls of color: 49 percent of American Indian female students, 34 percent of black female students, and 29 percent of Hispanic female students failed to graduate on time. Playing sports increases the likelihood that they will graduate from high school, have higher grades, and score higher on standardized tests. And girls of color who play on sports teams experience higher levels of self-esteem and are more likely to be involved in other extracurricular activities than minority girls who do not play sports. Not to mention that the availability of an athletic scholarship can dramatically increase a young woman’s ability to attend college and—if she gets multiple scholarship offers—her ability to choose from a wider range of schools.

Beyond helping students stay engaged in school, playing sports also has a positive effect on employment outcomes. A study using state-level data concluded that an increase in female sports participation leads to an increase in women’s labor force participation down the road and greater female participation in previously male-dominated occupations, particularly high-skill, high-wage ones. That same study showed that being a high school athlete was associated with 11 to 14 percent higher wages for women, even when controlling for demographic factors (e.g., age, race), family background (e.g., parental education attainment, family poverty status) and school characteristics (e.g., dropout and attendance rates). In addition, more than four out of five executive businesswomen played sports growing up, and the vast majority reported that the lessons they learned on the playing field contributed to their success in business.
The disparate sports opportunities provided to girls at heavily minority versus heavily white schools raise questions under the civil rights laws prohibiting gender and race discrimination.

More than 40 years after the passage of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, schools across the country continue to provide girls with fewer opportunities to play sports when compared to boys. The typical high school provides girls with 75 percent of the opportunities provided to boys. And more than 50 years after the passage of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, over 40 percent of our nation’s public high schools are still either heavily white or heavily minority due to a variety of factors. Heavily minority schools tend to have fewer resources overall and provide fewer opportunities to play sports to their students, particularly girls. These disparities between heavily minority and heavily white schools touch on both of these civil rights laws.

Although Title IX has been credited with dramatically increasing female athletic opportunities, it has also been criticized for not benefitting girls of color as much as white girls. The available data, coupled with that presented in this report, support the need to increase opportunities for girls of color in particular. For example, according to a 2008 nationwide survey of 2,185 students in grades 3-12, girls of color are less likely to be athletes than white girls. Specifically, 36 percent of African American girls, 36 percent of Hispanic girls, and 47 percent of Asian American girls were non-athletes, compared to 24 percent of Caucasian girls.

The differences in girls’ sports opportunities between heavily minority and heavily white high schools are borne out in the underrepresentation of women of color in college athletics. Women of color make up 25 percent of female college students, but only 15 percent of female college athletes. By contrast, white women are 69 percent of the female student body and 77 percent of female college athletes; and men of color make up 22 percent of male college students and 22 percent of male college athletes. In addition, black women in particular are concentrated in two sports: Nine out of ten participate in basketball or track and field. This translates into fewer opportunities for athletic scholarships, especially since many colleges have added opportunities for women to play sports like volleyball, crew, and soccer.

While Title IX and Title VI provide protection from overlapping race and sex discrimination, the law has had trouble handling such claims of “intersectionality.” Courts have tended to break these types of claims into separate race and sex components, a practice that fails to account for and minimizes the unique harms and challenges that girls of color face.

States and school districts, however, through their decisions about how to distribute resources to local schools, are in a prime position to address the unique factors that lead to girls of color receiving the fewest sports opportunities. The Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights, which enforces both Title IX and Title VI, recently issued guidance reminding states and school districts of their legal obligation under Title VI “to provide students with equal access to [educational] resources without regard to race, color, or national origin,” and specifically addressed the issue of cross-district resource disparities. The guidance strongly encourages states and school districts to “take proactive steps to ensure that the educational resources they provide are distributed in a manner that does not discriminate against students on the basis of race, color, or national origin.” Because educational resources include extracurricular programs such as sports, the guidance supports increasing the quantity and quality of sports programs for students in heavily minority schools. States and school districts must further focus on girls in these intensely segregated and often under-resourced communities, analyzing their participation rates and adding opportunities as needed to comply with Title IX.
Policymakers and communities must increase their efforts to ensure that girls of color receive equal opportunities to secure the advantages associated with playing sports.

There are a number of steps that federal, state, and local policymakers and communities should take to increase opportunities for girls of color to play sports and gain the benefits that accompany participation. The following list of recommendations—including expanding racially and economically integrated educational opportunities, stepping up enforcement of Title IX and Title VI, increasing data transparency, and addressing resource inequities facing communities of color—would help advance the ball.

**Federal Policymakers**
- The Department of Education should investigate the states identified in this report (along with the schools in those states) under Title VI and Title IX to require them to provide equal athletic opportunities on the basis of race and gender.\(^6^0\)
- The Department of Education should modify its Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC) so that athletic participation data is collected not just by gender, but also by gender broken down by race/ethnicity, consistent with other key parts of the CRDC.
- Congress should pass the High School Data Transparency Act, which would require schools to make publicly available information on the number of female and male students and athletes, broken down by race/ethnicity, as well as the expenditures by sports teams.
- The Department of Education should increase incentives for states to develop interdistrict school integration programs that will expand opportunities for all children to attend integrated schools (for example, by expanding the Magnet Schools Assistance Program and including diversity priorities in the Department’s competitive grants).\(^6^1\)

**State Policymakers**
- States should take steps to provide equitable educational resources, including athletic opportunities, to all school districts in their state and ensure that differences in resources among districts do not result in discrimination on the basis of race, consistent with their obligations under Title VI.\(^6^2\)
- States should fund magnet schools and other interdistrict programs to expand racially and economically integrated educational opportunities for more children.
- States should monitor their school districts to ensure that they are providing equal athletic opportunities to boys and girls, consistent with their obligations under Title IX.
- States should assess barriers to girls’ sports participation, particularly in racially isolated schools, by analyzing girls’ participation rates and working with schools to add new teams or spot on teams as needed.
- States should require schools to collect and make publicly available data on the sports opportunities and resources provided to boys and girls, broken down by race/ethnicity.\(^6^3\)
- States should assess the availability of parks, recreation centers, and other athletics resources for their various communities and take steps to increase access where opportunities to be physically active are lacking—for example, through support for shared use initiatives that allow community access to school facilities.

**Local Governments and Communities**
- Local governments should use funds from the federal Community Development Block Grant program to improve recreational facilities, parks, and play equipment, particularly in low-income, racially isolated neighborhoods.
• Local governments in low-income and minority communities should review and change zoning laws to address infrastructure improvements and create areas that facilitate physical activity.65

• Local governments should institute policies to incentivize the development of parks, recreation facilities, or sidewalks and trails, such as allowing denser development in exchange for land set aside for public parks.66

• Communities with heavily minority high schools should partner with community-based and legal services organizations to secure more funding for physical activity resources and sports opportunities in school (for example, if a recreational facility is built in a heavily white area while a heavily minority community has significantly fewer recreational facilities, a Title VI challenge could be brought).67

• Communities should challenge the lack of access to public parks due to discriminatory siting of parklands or recreational facilities under the public trust doctrine—a common law doctrine requiring public entities owning and operating public parks to ensure equal access.68

• Communities should press local governments for improved designs and management of the built environment—including implementation of safety and violence prevention measures—to help increase physical activity in neighborhoods and parks.69

• Communities and local governments should enlist private sector support to strengthen youth sports leagues and similar activities for girls, to create a stronger youth pipeline for high school sports participation.70

• Communities should pool resources for the purpose of sharing the cost of sports equipment among all participants71 and providing community-financed transportation to and from sports facilities.72

• To counteract barriers to participation such as obesity, communities should structure recreational-level practices and competitions in a manner that leads adolescents to progressively develop their skills and improve their fitness level.73

• School districts should evaluate the athletic opportunities they provide to students and ensure that they are not discriminating on the basis of race or gender or both.74

• School districts should survey their female students, especially girls of color who are still not receiving their fair share of opportunities, to find out what sports they are interested in playing.

• School districts should pay special attention to the impact of discipline on girls’ participation in physical activity and sports. The Department of Education has found a significant disparity in disciplinary action taken against minority girls (particularly African American girls) versus white girls, which can include barring participation in school-sponsored sports events.75

• To take advantage of the importance of role models in sports participation,76 schools should explore ways to expand parental involvement in girls’ sports activities76 and increase the visibility of older female athletes from the community who can provide training and guidance.77

• Schools should partner with community-based nonprofit organizations to introduce girls to various sports and teach core skills outside of school that they can apply to school sports.78

• Schools, through concerted community outreach, should create a high profile for physical activity and ensure recognition of physical activity, sports participation, and achievement.79

• Schools should ensure that students receive 150 minutes of physical activity per week during physical education class, since research indicates that the opportunity to participate in physically active sports increases a child’s desire to play sports, which in turn affects future sports participation and overall rates of physical activity.80

• All schools receiving federal funding for school meals should fulfill their obligation to create and utilize school wellness policies and wellness policy councils, which should establish aspirational goals for and track girls’ sports participation.81

• Schools should enter into joint use agreements with community organizations to provide additional space for physical activity, especially in communities where recreational facilities and parks are less common.82
Conclusion

GIRLS OF COLOR ARE FINISHING LAST WHEN IT COMES TO OPPORTUNITIES TO PLAY SPORTS IN SCHOOL and missing out on the lifelong benefits that accompany athletic participation. While the playing field is far from level for girls in general, it is particularly uneven for girls in heavily minority schools. Tackling the problem will require policymakers at all levels—federal, state, and local—and communities to work together to increase opportunities for girls of color to play sports and be physically active. Doing so is not only required by law, but is also a critical investment in their future.
The typical (median) high school has 614 students and 277 spots on sports teams. These figures translate into 45 athletic slots per 100 students. But focusing on the typical high school obscures important disparities. The typical mostly white high school has substantially fewer students (398) but not dramatically fewer spots on teams (229). These figures translate into 58 athletic slots per 100 students. At the typical mostly minority high school the situation is reversed: enrollment is higher (637 students) while participation is lower (160 spots on teams). These figures translate into just 25 athletic slots per 100 students. This means that the typical mostly minority high school has less than half (43 percent) of the athletic participation opportunities per 100 students that mostly white high schools have. In all cases, median enrollment and participation slots are calculated separately. Nat’l Women’s Law Ctr. calculations based on Office for Civil Rights, Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC): 2011-12 CRDC, supra note 6.

12 See supra note 11 for details on enrollment and athletic participation at these schools.

13 The typical (median) high school has 302 female students and 116 female spots on teams for girls. These figures translate into 38 spots on teams per 100 female students. By comparison the typical high school has 313 male students and 161 spots on teams for boys. These figures translate into 51 spots on teams per 100 male students. This means at the typical high school, girls are only receiving three-quarters of the participation opportunities that boys are, per hundred students. Nat’l Women’s Law Ctr. calculations based on Office for Civil Rights, Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC): 2011-12 CRDC, supra note 6. At the heavily white school the situation is more equitable (see infra note 14), while at the typical heavily minority high school it is worse (see infra note 15).

14 The typical (median) mostly white high school has 192 female students and 98 spots on teams for girls. These figures translate into 51 spots on teams per 100 female students. By comparison the typical mostly white high school has 202 male students and 125 spots on teams for boys. These figures translate into 62 spots on teams per 100 male students. This means at the typical mostly white high school, girls are only receiving 82 percent of the participation opportunities that boys are, per 100 students. Nat’l Women’s Law Ctr. calculations based on Office for Civil Rights, Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC): 2011-12 CRDC, supra note 6.

15 The typical (median) heavily minority high school has 318 female students and 65 spots on teams for girls. These figures translate into just 20 spots on teams per 100 female students. By comparison the typical heavily minority high school has 322 male students and 97 spots on teams for boys. These figures translate into 30 spots on teams per 100 male students. This
means at the typical heavily minority high school, girls are only receiving two-thirds of the athletic participation spots that boys are, per 100 students. Nat’l Women’s Law Ctr. calculations based on Office for Civil Rights, Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC): 2011-12 CRDC, supra note 6.

16 See supra notes 14 and 15 for details on enrollment and athletic participation at these schools. Figures compare spots on sports teams per 100 students. Boys at the typical heavily minority high school receive just under half (48 percent) of the athletic participation opportunities that boys at the typical heavily white high school do (30 spots on teams per 100 students, compared to 62 spots on teams per 100 students).

17 See text box, supra page 4.

18 A state must have a sufficient number of each type of high school—at least 20 schools in either category—to make this comparison. Nat’l Women’s Law Ctr. parameters for analyzing data found in Office for Civil Rights, Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC): 2011-12 CRDC, supra note 6.

19 These states are Alabama, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, North Carolina, New Jersey, New York, and Texas. Nat’l Women’s Law Ctr. calculations based on Office for Civil Rights, Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC): 2011-12 CRDC, supra note 6.


21 See WOME N’S SPORTS FOUND., HER LIFE DEPEN DS ON IT II: SPORT, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, AND THE HEALTH AND WELL BEING OF AMERICAN GIRLS AND WOMEN 55-60 (2009), available at http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/home/research/articles-and-reports/mental-and-physical-health/~media/PDFs/WSF%20Research%20Reports/Her_Life_II_Full.pdf (finding that “girls and their families [] need program resources, safe venues, and opportunities to participate in school and community sports programs”).


23 See WOME N’S SPORTS FOUND., HER LIFE DEPENDS ON IT II, supra note 21, at 9-23.


25 Adam Naylor et al., Drug Use Patterns among High School Athletes & Nonathletes, 36 ADOLESCENCE 627, 634 (2001).

26 See WOME N’S SPORTS FOUND., HER LIFE DEPENDS ON IT II, supra note 21, at 37-39 (“According to [a 2002] study, 10% of young adult women with a history of extensive sports involvement in high school [had] a child outside of marriage, while the number is 25% for those who had little or no involvement in high school sports.”); T. Dodge & J. Jaccard, Participation in Athletics and Female Sexual Risk Behavior: The Evaluation of Four Causal Structures, 17 J. ADOLESCENT RES. 42 (2002); THE PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL ON PHYSICAL FITNESS AND SPORTS, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY & SPORTS IN THE LIVES OF GIRLS 26-27 (1997), available at http://www.donaldcollins.org/administrators_school_officials/phys%20activity%20in%20lives%20of%20girls.pdf.

27 See supra note 6.

28 See the wOMEN’S sPORTS fOund., GO OUT and PLAY: YOUTH SPORTS IN AMERICA 75,81 (2008), available at http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/home/research/articles-and-reports/mental-and-physical-health/go-out-and-play (discussing the favorable contributions of sport and athletic contributions to body esteem for both boys and girls); id. at 96-109 (stating that girls and boys who play sports experience an increased quality of life, measured by their responses to statements that tap whether they feel positive about themselves and have positive relationships with friends and family members).

29 Id. at 79.


31 See supra note 32. Nineteen percent of Hispanic boys were obese, compared to 16.5 percent of white boys and 9.9 percent in 1999. Note that this increase is not linear. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention categorize a child as obese when his/her Body Mass Index (BMI) is at or above the 95th percentile for children of same age and sex (based on sex- and age-specific reference data from the 2000 CDC growth charts). Overweight and Obesity, Ctrs. FOR DIASE AND PREVENTION, http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/childhood/basic.html (last visited Apr. 12, 2014).

32 Youth Online: National Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System, Ctrs. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, http://nccd.cdc.gov/youthonline/App/Default.aspx (last visited Apr. 12, 2015). The share of all high school students who are obese is 13.7 percent in 2013, up from 10.6 percent in 1999. Note that this increase is not linear. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention categorize a child as obese when his/her Body Mass Index (BMI) is at or above the 95th percentile for children of same age and sex (based on sex- and age-specific reference data from the 2000 CDC growth charts). Overweight and Obesity, Ctrs. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/childhood/basic.html (last visited Apr. 12, 2014).

33 See text and citations supra note 32. Nineteen percent of Hispanic boys were obese, compared to 16.5 percent of white boys and 9.9 percent of Asian American boys. The share of all high school students who are obese was 13.7 percent in 2013, up from 10.6 percent in 1999. Note that this increase is not linear.

36 Ctrls. for Disease Control & Prevention, Youth Online, supra note 32. Every group of girls report rates of inactivity higher than boys of the same race/ethnicity do.
39 Bristol-Myers Squibb, supra note 38, at 2.
45 Id. at 4, 27.
48 See supra note 7; see generally Gary Offield et al., The Civil Rights Project, E Pluribus…Separation, supra note 1.
50 Women’s Sports Found., Go Out and Play, supra note 28, at 2.
52 Women’s Sports Found., TITLE IX AND RACE IN INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORT 8-9 (2003), available at http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/home/research/articles-and-reports/school-and-colleges/title-ix-and-race-in-intercollegiate-sport, per the source, “[F]igures do not add to 100% because non-resident aliens and students of other/unknown races are not included.” Id.
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